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Executive Summary
Managed Service is the biggest trend in technology today. The vast majority of Solution Providers 
(93%) already provide Managed Services, or plan to in the near future.

A Managed Print Service is a growth opportunity for Solution Providers. Xerox provides a portfolio 
of turnkey Managed Print Service solutions that offload administrative operating overhead so our 
Channel Partners can focus on developing new revenue streams, while helping their customers 
simplify their work.

What is a Managed Print Service?
For customers, a Managed Print Service (MPS) is the best way to ensure consistent, reliable printing. 
Customers want their office printing devices running at peak performance. And if that includes 
relieving internal resources from the burden of printer maintenance, all the better. For Managed 
Service Providers, Xerox programs are the easiest way to deliver a profitable, carefree MPS solution 
to customers.

Why should MSPs provide Managed Print Services?
Growth Forecast

MSPmentor® reports 50% growth of MPS among their members this year. IDC projects the 
combined worldwide MPS and basic print services (BPS) market will grow from $27.9 billion in 2012 
to $48.8 billion in 2017 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11.9%.* There’s money to 
be made. We’re not talking about new technology that requires CFO approval. Every business is 
already spending money on print. The opportunity is to reduce your customers’ costs and concerns, 
simply by providing a better way to buy—exclusively, from you.

The consensus of industry analysts’ forecasts: double digit growth for Managed Print Services over 
the next several years. The growth will change customer expectations and drive more technology 
providers to move from transactional business to the services business model. Now is an excellent 
time to broaden your services portfolio with our turnkey solutions and capitalize on this key 
outsourcing trend.

Own the Lobby

Managed Print Services are a proven approach for cost reduction and improved productivity. More 
and more customers are signing up. Why wait for a competitor to gain a foothold inside your 
existing accounts? Provide MPS yourself.

Make New Opportunities 

As demand for MPS grows, so do new opportunities for your business. Leverage the trend to 
gain new accounts. Once you’re in, introduce your other services to maximize your share of 
support budgets.

Take the Full Service Position

Customers who purchase IT services prefer providers who offer full service coverage. A 2012 Photizo 
Group Marketing Intelligence survey found that 84% of business decision makers in North America 
prefer a single provider for both IT Services and Print. Adding Managed Print Services is a great way 
to expand your portfolio and secure the networks you manage. 

Generate Recurring Revenue 
"Managed Print Service is really becoming a revenue 
generator for us. Managed Print has allowed us to 
really get a deeper dive into our customers and 
become even more of a trusted partner and created 
more opportunities for the IT side of business because 
going in, doing a full analysis of their printing needs 
really helps you get a deeper dive into their business 
as a whole."
—John Iaccarino, President, Real Time Consultants

CRN 2011 Tech Innovator
"CRN’s winner of this year’s Tech Innovator 
Award for Managed Services is Xerox, for its 
Xerox eConcierge® printer monitoring and 
supplies replenishment service. Compatible 
with its branded devices as well as those of 
competitors, this innovative service breathes 
new life into printer maintenance by letting 
resellers take on administrative duties while 
increasing recurring revenue."
—Computer Reseller News, Oct. 7, 2011

* IDC, Worldwide and US Managed Print Services and Basic Print Services 2013–2017 Forecast Update: Segmentation by Region, September 2013
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Tap into New Revenue Streams

MPS provides recurring, dependable profits. Once the initial sale and setup are complete, repeat 
sales are practically automatic. Best practices in account management include quarterly business 
reviews to uncover additional opportunities and to strengthen customer relationships.

Build on Your Success

It’s easier to add new services to existing accounts than to find new customers. MPS is a great  
value-added service that will help you capture a greater share of the outsourcing budgets of  
each customer.

Lock-In Loyalty

Xerox® MPS solutions increase customer loyalty. Our portfolio includes open-ended solutions that 
overcome customer objections to contracts. Once customers experience the value of a basic print 
service first hand, they’re often more receptive to a longer term arrangements.

When customers are ready for a more complete Managed Print Service, Xerox® solutions 
range from small to large implementations—including full fleet coverage, regardless of device 
manufacturer. And unlike the 12- to 24-month contracts of most MSP services, Xerox® MPS 
agreements typically run from 36 to 60 months. MPS provides long-term price stability and 
recurring revenue Xerox Channel Partners can count on. In fact, Photizo Group’s 2013 MPS 
Leaders Index reports an impressive retention rate of 98% for MPS providers. 

Why partner with Xerox?
Give Yourself Every Advantage

Xerox is the worldwide leader in Managed Print Services. When you partner with Xerox, you 
gain all the advantages of our experience, expertise and market leadership. All of our solutions 
are co-branded, with primary emphasis on the Channel Partner, powered in the background by 
Xerox® technology.

Learn from the Experts

The industry’s leading advisors; Gartner, IDC, Forrester and Quocirca, all place Xerox in the 
leadership position of their independent MPS analyses. Solution providers voted Xerox superior  
in support and partnership in eleven of the last thirteen years for CRN’s Annual Report Card (ARC) 
Award.

Focus on the Bottom Line

Look for the bottom line when measuring the rewards of Managed Print Services. Gross margins 
can be lower than some other managed services. However, Xerox® solutions require so little 
overhead that net income is equivalent to many other service businesses.

Benefit from Best Practices 
Xerox was the first supplier to offer comprehensive Managed Print Service solutions, developed 
in partnership with MSPs and VARs. Today, we offer the longest running, fully-integrated solution, 
fine-tuned from years of experience with MSPs, VARs and their customers. And our services are 
backed by hands-on, field sales support. Dedicated experts with real-world experience selling and 
implementing MPS solutions for hundreds of small, medium, and large—and enterprise, customers.

Grow your Business
The combined worldwide Managed Print Services and 
basic print services market is projected to grow from 
$27.9 billion in 2012 to $48.8 billion in 2017 at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11.9%.
—IDC forecast, September 2013

Make your Margin
Typical margins for Xerox® MPS Partners:
• 8% to 25% Hardware
• 15% to 40% Managed Print Services
• 100% service/warranty reimbursement for ASPs
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Why is MPS from Xerox better for customers?
Today, customers need Managed Print Services more than ever.

Businesses of all sizes are looking at every part of their operations to save cost and increase 
productivity. Print infrastructure is still a relatively unexplored opportunity. Many businesses are 
unsure how to address it, and up to 90% don’t have a clear understanding of their current costs. 
It’s a huge opportunity for MPS providers. Showing customers how much their unmanaged print 
environment costs—through an assessment—creates a powerful strategy to help customers 
control expenses and improve productivity.

Cost Control

Xerox® MPS provides customers with the big picture on their print infrastructure. With visibility of 
how existing print devices are distributed and used, Xerox Channel Partners can advise customers 
on how to manage and control their resources much more cost-effectively.

In an unmanaged environment every document printed uses a variable amount of ink or toner. 
Customers pay a different price for every print. Service calls are unpredictable and typically support 
minimum thresholds through multiple service vendors. With Xerox® Managed Print Services, all of 
those variable expenses are consolidated. Customers pay a fixed cost-per-page that reduces their 
overall expense.

Improve Operations

With visibility of equipment use, customers can be confident their resources are placed in optimum 
locations to maximize workgroup productivity. Aging, unreliable equipment is removed or replaced. 
Serviceable products are maintained to ensure their longevity.

Some IT departments report that 50% of help desk calls are printer related. Printer support 
distracts company IT expertise from higher priority, higher-level tasks like security updates, system 
upgrades and strategic business projects.

Reduce Environmental Impact

Printing equipment requires more paper, power and ink than you might expect. An additional 
benefit of more efficient use of existing resources is an associated improvement in conservation. 
For example, supporting high-volume print users with equipment capable of automatic two-sided 
printing, reduces paper consumption. Further out, more energy-efficient, eco-conscious equipment 
can be phased in.

Department-Level Benefits

Tracking printer supplies, placing reorders and managing shelf stock are necessary, but pure 
overhead for businesses. MPS solutions from Xerox offload all of these time-intensive, budget-
consuming tasks, so office workers have more time to focus on work that contributes to sales and 
profits. Xerox® MPS provides more efficient inventory management too, virtually ensuring printer 
supplies are never under- or overstocked.

Save Your Customers’ Costs
Average cost savings per segment:
• 23% Education
• 27% Health care
• 33% Financial
• 41% Legal

Compare Xerox
"Xerox is much more full service than a lot of other 
vendors. And other vendors, lots of times will say 
they have these programs for you. They’ll offer these 
things to you, but it’s really a self-service model that 
you have to go find, you have to search for. And the 
turnover is tremendous. The program will change or 
the people will change or it’ll be offloaded to a third 
party company. At Xerox, it’s all Xerox employees and 
it makes a big difference."
—Tom McDonald, President, NSI
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How Managed Print Service opportunities develop.
Assess

In essence, a print assessment is an often revealing analysis of a customer’s current printing costs. 
It can be as simple as an estimate based on well-documented industry standard printing patterns, 
or as specific as an in-depth analysis of the site’s actual printing use over a specific period of time. 
An assessment provides useful information to the customer, solidifies your advisory relationship 
and piques customer interest in improvement opportunities.

Design

As you review the assessment results with your customer, ask questions to gain a more complete 
understanding of their needs and concerns. Together, you develop a plan to redistribute and/or 
better utilize their existing printing assets.

Work with your Xerox Partner Manager to optimize your plan for efficiency and economy. Leverage 
Xerox’s fixed cost-per-page for your implementation to insulate yourself from variables in customer 
printing usage. You negotiate the final price with your customer and keep the difference.

Implement

It’s easy to create a custom contract for your customers online, from your Xerox-hosted web portal. 
Xerox provides a desktop app, with your company’s logo and contact information prominently 
displayed. Install the app on your customer’s network. It monitors the printers and sends alerts 
when it’s time to order supplies or service. It’s up to you whether you or your customers place the 
orders. You own the customer relationship, not Xerox. We provide the infrastructure to the benefit 
of all parties.

Manage

Xerox Channel Partners are billed monthly by Xerox for the actual number of pages printed by their 
customers. Partners add their markup, bill and collect directly from their customers. 

Supplies are shipped directly to customers by Xerox on your behalf. There’s no inventory to buy, 
stock or manage. If you already provide repair service for printers, your MPS business will add 
incremental revenue. If you prefer, Xerox will provide repair service on your behalf. Xerox® MPS 
solutions are full service solutions, either way.

Profit

MPS agreements reduce printer downtime. Supplies reorders are triggered and delivered shortly 
before they’re needed. Repairs are handled swiftly, with priority status. Customers print a larger 
share of their pages on devices protected by a print service, increasing your revenue. 

Growth

With an inside seat to observe print behavior and equipment needs, MPS providers are uniquely 
positioned to recommend and implement strategic upgrade paths. Xerox® solutions virtually ensure 
our Channel Partners of ongoing growth of sales and revenue.

Return on Investment
“The ROI is pretty clear. Users aren’t calling the IT 
department for printer support. And our own support 
lines are pretty quiet.”
— Buddy Carpenito, Sr. Partner/Owner
 Print Administrate

Integrate with ConnectWise
“I really want to thank you and your team! 
This process will make a tremendous 
difference in the way we process our billing. 
Prior to incorporating the new utility into our 
system, I would spend more than three hours 
invoicing overages on just 80 copiers. With the 
integration, that time will  drop to 30 minutes 
or so. But most importantly, the time spent 
shouldn’t appreciably increase if I’m billing 80 
or 300. What a time saver!”
—Angela Blasco, Velocity Network, Inc.
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The Xerox® MPS Portfolio
Xerox eConcierge®

Our entry level solution, Xerox eConcierge, is a cloud-based printing supplies replenishment  
service with the added value of free lifetime service coverage—with an average of $1,280—on 
each eligible Xerox® device.* An exclusive offering, Xerox eConcierge provides MSPs a remarkably 
easy entry into print services, so they can begin capturing supplies sales for Xerox, Brother, HP, 
Lexmark and Samsung devices immediately.

Xerox provides the technology and infrastructure for the service—including a desktop app, ready 
for installation on your customers’ desktops. Customers’ networked printers are monitored through 
the Supplies Assistant desktop application, custom-branded for your company. When a printer is 
low on supplies, customers receive a pop-up alert, linked to a pre-populated order, ready to place 
in your custom-branded online supplies store. Orders are picked, packed and shipped from the 
distributor of your choice, offloading inventory, order management and overhead. Join the 
ranks of Xerox Channel Partners who’ve added up to $1,000 a week or more in new revenue to 
their businesses.

Xerox® PageConnect Services

Our Managed Print Service solution for the most common printers and MFPs - both Xerox and 
non-Xerox. PageConnect simplifies MPS implementation and ongoing support with remote 
management of your customers’ network print environments and provides supplies and service at 
a low, fixed cost-per-page. 

Key Channel Partner Benefits

• Free shipping and handling of supplies—no inventory requirements for Channel Partners.

• Monitoring and meter management software are included in the program.

• Authorized Service Provider partners are reimbursed for break/fix service.

Minimal Investment: Adding a new service to your portfolio can require a big investment. 
Not the Xerox® PageConnect Service program. It’s designed to offload and streamline 
administration, logistics and maintenance. Xerox® technology and support frees your sales 
team to focus on sales and customer relationships.

Low Overhead: Add to your services portfolio without adding to your payroll. Use your existing 
sales team to sell MPS. Add head count when business justifies the increase. Plus, you can 
offload equipment repair service to Xerox, or provide it yourself as a Xerox® Authorized Service 
Provider (ASP).

Training Simplified: Xerox provides online, modular training for the program and its 
toolsets to help you get started quickly and take advantage of the growing market for MPS. 
PageConnect enables you to add profitable recurring revenue to your business with minimal 
time and effort.

Field & Sales Support: Xerox provides a family of tiered Quote Tools, backed by field and 
sales support to assist Channel Partners in crafting profitable MPS engagements. Your Xerox 
Account Team has the in-depth knowledge and experience with Managed Print Services to 
help ensure your success.

Turnkey Solutions: Xerox hosts and maintains your custom-built, cloud-based MPS solution. 
Customer and Partner desktop apps are branded with your company logo and contact 
information, powered by Xerox® technology. Printing supplies are ordered online and drop 
shipped to customers on your behalf. There’s no inventory to purchase or manage.

Partner for Success
"I have nothing but praise for my Xerox support 
reps. They go beyond helping me close a deal— 
we work together to develop recurring revenues
and create opportunities for future business. 
That’s totally different than my experience with 
Xerox’s competitors."
—Mark Foox, President, Global Laser

Xerox continues its impressive string of victories 
with CRN’s Annual Report Card Award (ARC), 
for outstanding channel programs and superb 
vendor service. In ten of the past twelve years, 
Xerox has earned top honors.
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Low risk: Capitalize on the industry leader’s knowledge, tools and support systems to 
establish your customer base and revenue pipeline. We provide your team with the MPS tools 
and marketing materials to land the deal, then provide a dedicated PageConnect support 
staff, simple billing / pricing models and a streamlined training program to help you build a 
profitable MPS business. 

Consolidated Billing: Partners receive a consolidated bill once a month for all their MPS 
contracts. You also receive detailed reports that enable you to invoice each of your customers 
with full reporting of their printing activity and costs.

Integration Partners: Xerox has partnered with industry leaders in billing, financing, 
IT business management and IT service and automation. Xerox® PageConnect Services 
integrates with the services and applications listed below:

Make More Money
"Xerox has literally been hands on. I’ve had my [Xerox] 
field rep help with installs with my tech team. And 
you’re just not seeing that from anybody else. People 
that we do substantial amounts of business with, we’re 
just a number to them. But Xerox, we’ve been able to 
forge a personal relationship with."
—John Iaccarino, President, Real Time Consultants

• Xerox® Financial Services

• GreatAmerica® Leasing

• e-automate

• Autotask®

• ConnectWise®

• QuickBooks®

• Xerox® Service

• Barrister

Easy to Operate: With Xerox, MSPs do not have to be experts on printers and MFPs. The tools 
we provide monitor use and send automatic alerts when supplies or service are needed. Orders 
are placed online by customers directly or by partners. Either way, partners have visibility of all 
transactions from their Xerox® PageConnect Services Portal. Once an order is placed, Xerox fulfills 
the request on your behalf.

Join the award-winning Xerox Peak Program and gain access to our full-featured MPS solution 
for small and mid-sized customers. Complete a brief online training program to become a 
Xerox® PageConnect Services Certified Partner. Start signing up customers for one, three,  
four or five-year contracts to ensure ongoing, recurring revenue streams. 

Xerox® Partner Print Services

Xerox® Partner Print Services is our most comprehensive MPS solution that provides remote 
monitoring of the entire fleet of printing devices, proactive management and delivery of toner  
and service; and much more.

Using proven Xerox® Managed Print Services tools to manage customer printing devices, you can 
quickly develop a sustainable, monthly recurring revenue stream for your business while you help 
your customers manage costs and increase productivity.

Key Channel Partner Benefits

• Supports entire multiple-vendor fleets, Xerox® and non-Xerox devices.

• Toner is automatically replenished and hardware service is proactively managed.

• World class assessment tools. 

• Channel Partners always control the customer relationship, while Xerox provides 
the cloud-based MPS platform.

• Channel Partners choose the level of services delivery that suits their business model. 
Start simple and add more capability over time.

Comprehensive Support: Xerox recognizes that starting or expanding an MPS business can 
provide significant value and incremental revenues, but also requires investment and planning. 
We offer support, guidance and tools throughout the entire process. A Xerox Partner Manager 
is assigned to work closely with you to enable a smooth process.

VTN is an exclusive community of Ingram 
Micro’s top solution providers specializing 
in managed services. Xerox was named 
Manufacturer Partner of the Year based on 
our commitment to VTN and the success of 
the Xerox eConcierge® program within the 
VTN community.
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Business Planning: A Xerox Partner Manager assists you with choosing the best Xerox® 
Partner Print Services model and developing an MPS business plan. This process includes 
reviewing investments required to be successful at delivering MPS as well as assessing your 
revenue opportunities.

Technology Configuration: Xerox offers a comprehensive, end-to-end Technology Suite for 
Xerox® Partner Print Services Accredited Partners. Our technology streamlines the process of 
offering MPS—from sales to ongoing management. We work with you to ensure that our 
technology integrates seamlessly with your existing infrastructure and MPS branding.

Operations Support: It’s critical for a successful MPS provider to be able to provide 
dependable, proactive support. You can choose to offer support exclusively or rely on Xerox 
for some level of assistance, including break/fix and first to second level service desk. Xerox® 
Partner Print Services is flexible to give you choices.

Join the award-winning Xerox Peak Program and gain access to comprehensive training that 
provides the information you need without tying up your personnel more than necessary. 
Xerox® Partner Print Services delivers three types of certification: sales, technical sales and 
delivery, along with a Xerox Partner Manager dedicated to help you launch your MPS business 
and begin its growth.

Summary
The Managed Services model is here to stay. Managed Print Services are a logical extension, and 
entering peak growth mode. There are still far more customers than competitors today.

Partnering with Xerox speeds market entry. Our solutions are built specifically to enable our Channel 
Partners’ success. They require zero or minimal investment and create minimal ongoing overhead. 
They eliminate print coverage risks. Our training and support are the most comprehensive and 
sustained in the industry. Let Xerox help you increase your recurring revenue with our lucrative 
print services solutions.

Customers are converting to Managed Print Services. Demand 
is growing. Let us help you capitalize on the trend. Join Xerox: 
office.xerox.com/resellers

*After 30 days and a customer’s second supplies order through the program, Xerox will provide free extended service coverage over the normal supported 
life of eligible Xerox® products, as long as customers continuously place their supplies orders through the Xerox eConcierge service. The average cost of 
extended service coverage for four years when purchased separately is $1,280. Prices vary per model. The coverage will be the same as what was provided 
when the device originally shipped—quick exchange, depot repair or onsite. Xerox reserves the right to discontinue the service reward for a specific model 
at any time.

©2014 Xerox Corporation. All rights reserved. Xerox®, Xerox and Design® and Xerox eConcierge® are trademarks of Xerox Corporation in the U.S. and/
or other countries. MSPmentor®, GreatAmerica®, Autotask®, ConnectWise®, QuickBooks®, PrintFleet™, and Print Audit® are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respective companies. CompTIA and Managed Print Trustmark are registered trademarks of CompTIA Properties, LLC in the U.S. and 
internationally.  BR8428  MSPWP-01UD

“I partner with Xerox because I have a lot of confidence in the organization behind the 
products. Xerox is not only providing us with great products, but also the programs behind it 
that makes it simple for us to make money.”

—John Iaccarino, President, Real Time Consultants

The CompTIA Managed Print Trustmark logo 
identifies suppliers that demonstrate a high 
level of competency and adhere to prescribed 
industry best practices. The credential serves 
as a reference to the quality of the services the 
company provides, as well as their commitment 
to clients.

TRUSTMARK
MANAGED PRINT

™


